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One often hears that if we could just achieve higher density, transit would become competitive with the auto-
mobile and we would save money and energy. To check that supposition, we reviewed the cost and energy us-
age of the nations ten largest transit systems, by annual passenger-miles.

A survey (below) of the ten largest bus systems (by annual passenger-miles) shows that they carry passengers 
at a cost of 3,876 BTU and $0.85 per passenger-mile ($1.01 if your include annual capital expense.) 

Compared to PORTLAND’S Tri-met’s 3,619 BTU and $0.93 per passenger-mile ($0.94 with annual capital 
expense) the larger agencies use more energy, save a little on operating cost but cost more if you include 
annual capital expense.
 
Compared to the average automobile’s 3512 BTU and $0.25, both consume more energy and cost more than 
driving a car. (Car’s cost of $0.25 includes expenses and right of way)

A similar survey (below) of the ten largest light rail systems that carry the most annual passenger-miles 
shows that they carry passengers at a cost of 3.371 BTU and $1.38 per passenger-mile (including capital exp.) 
This is equal to a car that gets 23-28 mpg (depending on passengers per car) at over 5 times the cost.

Conclusion
1. Increasing density WILL NOT improve energy efficiency compared to readily available cars.
2. Increasing density WILL NOT lower costs anywhere near the cost of a car.
Since transit appears incapable of achieving the claimed goals of lower cost and/or lower energy consumption, 
one must ask:

What is the highest & best use of transit money?
1. Get more people to use transit which uses more energy and costs more than driving? 
2. Spend a lot of money on a transit system in hopes of encouraging high density development which likely will 
only slightly improve the transit system’s efficiency and WILL cause the agency to lose more money by attract-
ing more riders?

OR
* Serve the truly needy in the best way possible?

Will High Density Improve Cost and Energy Efficiency of Transit?

Top Ten Bus Agencies   (by annual passenger-miles)
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Top Ten Light Rail Agencies   (by annual passenger-miles)

Transit Agencies/cities that have both light rail & bus

The average USA light rail city’s transit system uses MORE energy than the average USA car. In fact  of 
the 16 cities with light rail, only 6 beat the average USA car for energy efficiency per passenger trans-
ported each mile. The remaining 10 (in red) use more energy. 

All cost much more than a car, ranging from almost double the cost of a car at $0.43/passenger mile, to 
over five times that of a car at $1.39, seven times the cost of a car, if you include capital cost.
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NOTES:
�  Average USA car (not  SUV) gets 3512 BTU/passenger-mile (Table 2.13, TRANSPORTATION ENERGY DATA 

BOOK: EDITION 27–2008). Of the top ten agencies, only 3 beat the average car and then by small margins.
�  Average passengers per vehicles range from 10.7 to 17.9.
�  The cost per passenger-mile ranges from $0.68 to $1.26 (see below for method.). None come close to the cost of a 

car, about $0.25 per passenger-mile. 
�  Cost per passenger mile is listed for operation costs only and operation+capital cost.
�  Auto BTU per passenger-mile uses both the national average of 1.57 people per car and a lower number (1.3) to 

allow for lower passenger loads in the urban areas. Opinions differ on the appropriate urban number.
�  BTU & Costs are system averages and the highly productive lines will better these numbers.

All Data is from this bus file and this light rail file which was excerpted from   http://ti.org/NTD07sum.xls  which combines data 
from the many separate files of the National Transit Database at http://204.68.195.57/ntdprogram/data.htm (select RY 2007 Database (Self-extracting 
xls)  
We used 
Data sources used by data table:
�  Passenger-miles from Table 19
�  BTU calculated from fuel consumption in Table 17
�  Vehicle revenue miles from Table 19
�  Capital Cost from Table 11
�  Operating Cost from Table 12

Calculated data:
�  BTU/Passenger-mile calculated from total system BTU / total system passenger-miles
�  Cost per passenger-mile calculated by: (Capital cost + Operating cost) / passenger-miles
�  Auto equivalent MPG calculated based on  123,976 Btu/gallon and 1.3 or 1.57 people per car as labeled. Calculatied 

by: BTU/Mile divided by Miles/gal then divide by people per car.
�  Passengers/vehicle calculated from total system passenger-miles / total system vehicle revenue miles.

For more data see: Table 2.13, TRANSPORTATION ENERGY DATA BOOK: EDITION 27–2008

Notes, Data sources, and calculations data same as motor bus
�  Light rail energy and costs are not directly comparable with bus numbers because, typically, buses service low usage routes which drives up their cost and energy 

consumption. 
�  Light rail lines are usually built only where there are relatively large numbers of users. 
�  For a valid comparison, the LRT data should be compared to data for the best bus line(s) in a given area.

NTD Table Contents
( For the data, go to http://204.68.195.57/ntdprogram/data.htm (select RY 2007 Database (Self-extracting xls)   
Data is in 27 files, this one file combines the important data:  http://ti.org/NTD07sum.xls)
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